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a b s t r a c t 

As an important type of architectural knowledge, documenting architectural assumptions (AAs) is crit- 

ical to the success of projects. In this work, we proposed and validated an Architectural Assumption 

Documentation Framework (AADF), which is composed of four viewpoints (i.e., the Detail, Relationship, 

Tracing, and Evolution viewpoint), to document AAs in projects. One case study with two cases was con- 

ducted at two companies from different domains and countries. The main findings are: (1) AADF can be 

understood by architects in a short time (i.e., a half day workshop); (2) the AA Evolution view requires 

the least time to create, followed by the AA Detail view and the AA Relationship view; (3) AADF can 

help stakeholders to identify risks and understand AAs documented by other stakeholders; and (4) un- 

derstanding and applying AADF is related to various factors, including factors regarding the framework 

per se (e.g., tutorial, examples, concepts, and terms), personal experience, resources (e.g., time), tool sup- 

port, and project context (e.g., project size and number of AAs). Adjusting these factors in an appropriate 

way can facilitate the usage of AADF and further benefit the projects. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The concept of assumption is not new in software engineer-

ing; several types of assumptions (e.g., requirement assumptions

( Haley et al., 2006 ), architectural assumptions ( Roeller et al., 2006 ),

and code-level assumptions ( Lehman and Ramil, 2001 )) have been

discussed in literature. In this work, we focus on architectural as-

sumptions (AAs). 

An assumption is defined as “a thing that is accepted as true or

as certain to happen, without proof ”1 or as “a fact or statement taken

for granted ”. 2 Accordingly we define AA as architectural knowl-

edge taken for granted, or accepted as true without evidence. The

essence of this definition is that it entails uncertainty of architec-

tural knowledge: stakeholders are not completely sure about, for

instance, the correctness, impact, importance, suitability, or other

aspects of architectural knowledge. For example, an architect may
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: liangp@whu.edu.cn , pliangeng@gmail.com (P. Liang). 
1 Oxford English Dictionary. http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/ 

english/assumption . 
2 Merriam-Webster. http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/assumption . 
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ssume that “the concurrent users of the system will exceed 1 mil-

ion ” . In this statement, the architect is not sure about its correct-

ess, which makes it an AA. This AA will exist until its uncertainty

s eliminated. 

AAs are not only related to design decisions, but also in-

ertwined with other types of artifacts, such as requirements,

se cases, components, design models, design patterns, and risks

 Yang et al., 2016 , 2017 ); the lifecycle of AAs spans the whole soft-

are development lifecycle, instead of only the architecting or de-

ign phase ( Yang et al., 2016 , 2017 ). 

In our recent industrial survey on AAs ( Yang et al., 2016 ), we

nvestigated the current situation on (1) how practitioners under-

tand both the term and concept of AA and its importance, and (2)

hether and how practitioners identify and document AAs in soft-

are development. The survey results show that AAs are impor-

ant in both software architecting and development, and the lack

f specific approaches and tools is the major challenge (reason) of

not) identifying and documenting AAs. 

According to the literature (e.g., ( Rost et al., 2013 ; Ding et al.,

014 , Jansen et al., 2009 ; Capilla et al., 2015 )), architecture doc-

mentation in practice is often below expectations in terms of

overage, quality, and accuracy. AAs usually remain implicit and

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2017.09.007
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jss
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jss.2017.09.007&domain=pdf
mailto:liangp@whu.edu.cn
mailto:pliangeng@gmail.com
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/assumption
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/assumption
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3 http://www.ibotech.com.cn/ . 
4 http://www.volvocars.com/ . 
ndocumented in software development ( Roeller et al., 2006 ;

stacchini and Wermelinger, 2009 ; Van Landuyt et al., 2012 ;

leming and Leveson, 2015 ; Lago and van Vliet, 2004 ). We identi-

ed two major reasons for this: (1) in the early phases of software

evelopment, there is limited information about requirements and

esign, and the description of the system is normally in natural

anguage, which is informal and may lead to implicit and undocu-

ented AAs ( Van Landuyt et al., 2012 ; Fleming and Leveson, 2015 );

2) AAs often stay in stakeholders’ mind and they are not aware

f them ( Roeller et al., 2006 ; Lago and van Vliet, 2004 ). As a re-

ult, the project team is usually unaware of aspects like (1) which

As have been made, (2) their implications on the architecture, (3)

heir state (e.g., valid or invalid), and (4) the relationships between

As, and between AAs and other types of software artifacts (e.g.,

equirements). 

We also conducted a systematic mapping study on assump-

ions and their management in software development ( Yang et al.,

017 ). In the mapping study, we defined nine research questions,

n which two of them are regarding the challenges of assump-

ions management and the consequences when assumptions are

ot well managed in software development. One of the major chal-

enges identified in the mapping study is the “difficulty to con-

uct the assumptions management activities, because of, for example,

he required effort, incomplete information, or the lack of approaches,

ools with guidelines to support the assumptions management activ-

ties. ” We also identified twenty-six types of problems caused by

mplicit assumptions, invalid assumptions, etc. We describe three

xamples of such problems. 

1) Architectural misunderstanding: For example, stakeholders may

misunderstand an architectural design decision, because they

are not aware of the AAs behind this decision; 

2) Architectural inconsistency: Conflicting AAs or AAs that are in-

compatible with other types of software artifacts (e.g., require-

ments) may result in architectural inconsistency (e.g., between

AAs and requirements). Subsequently this may lead to design

violations, architecture erosion, and low architecture quality; 

3) Undetected risks. One essential characteristic of assumptions is

uncertainty, which may lead to risks in projects. If AAs are not

managed, the risks may remain implicit and cause further prob-

lems. 

Additionally, the results of the mapping study show that as-

umptions can not only be based on or made for software artifacts,

ut assumptions can also be software artifacts per se. For example,

n ( Roeller et al., 2006 ), the authors defined assumptions as im-

licit design decisions as well as the rationale and context behind

hese decisions. Finally, as evidenced by the systematic mapping

tudy, twelve assumptions management activities were identified

n the literature, and Assumptions Documentation is the second

ost frequently discussed activity in all the assumptions manage-

ent activities. Therefore, we advocate that documenting AAs as

art of, for example, architectural decisions documentation is not

nough, and AAs need to be treated as first class entities with a

edicated approach for AAs Documentation; this is also supported

y several studies (e.g., ( Garlan, 2010 ; Hesse and Paech, 2013 )). 

In this paper we propose an Architectural Assumption Docu-

entation Framework (AADF), which is composed of four view-

oints: (1) The AA Relationship viewpoint, which describes rela-

ionships between AAs. (2) The AA Tracing viewpoint, which de-

cribes relationships between AAs and other types of software ar-

ifacts. (3) The AA Evolution viewpoint, which documents how AAs

volve over time. (4) The Architectural Assumption Detail view-

oint, which provides all detailed information about AAs. These

our viewpoints frame 23 AA concerns, which were identified and

ollected from the existing literature, and refined by the first three

uthors and six architects from industry in a three-round selec-
ion process. Furthermore, we conducted an industrial case study

ith two cases of two companies (i.e., IBO Technology 3 and Volvo

ars 4 ) from two domains (Internet of Things and Automotive in-

ustry respectively) in two countries (China and Sweden respec-

ively) to validate the effectiveness of AADF. 

The results indicate that (1) AADF can be understood in a short

ime (i.e., a half day workshop); (2) the AA Evolution view re-

uires the least time to create, followed by the AA Detail view and

he AA Relationship view; (3) AADF can help stakeholders to iden-

ify risks and understand AAs in projects (the AAs documented by

ther stakeholders); and (4) understanding and applying AADF is

elated to various factors, including factors regarding the frame-

ork per se (e.g., tutorial, examples, concepts, and terms), personal

xperience, resources (e.g., time), tool support, and project con-

ext (e.g., project size and number of AAs). We exemplify two of

hese factors: (a) experienced software engineers (e.g., architects)

an understand and use AADF easier and better than junior soft-

are engineers; (b) Tool support is critical for the application of

ADF in practice, for example, to deal with different project con-

ext and provide good quality of outputs. Adjusting these factors

n an appropriate way can facilitate the usage of AADF and further

enefit the projects. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 de-

cribes related work on software assumptions and their documen-

ation. Section 3 introduces AADF in detail. Section 4 presents

he case study design used to evaluate the effectiveness of

ADF. Section 5 describes the results of the case study and

ection 6 presents the interpretations and implications of the re-

ults. Section 7 discusses the threats to the validity of the case

tudy, and Section 8 concludes this work with future directions. 

. Related work 

The works presented in this section first investigate different

ypes of assumptions in software development as well as their doc-

mentation, and then compare them to our work. 

.1. Architectural assumptions and their documentation 

Roeller et al. (2006) proposed an approach for AAs Recov-

ry, and used a template with three elements “Suspicious ef-

ect”, “Interview”, and “Assumption” to document AAs in projects.

arlan et al. (2009) treated AAs as an important factor that

auses architectural mismatch. The authors suggested that guide-

ines should be provided for documenting AAs (e.g., how to in-

egrate AAs Documentation into architecture documentation). The

uthors further summarized several approaches (e.g., architecture

iews and description languages) and techniques (e.g., XML) to

upport AAs Documentation. Van Landuyt et al. (2012) discussed

 specific type of AAs (i.e., early AAs), which are made by require-

ents engineers in the early phases of development (e.g., require-

ents elicitation). The authors highlighted the necessity for the

ocumentation of early AAs. In their subsequent work, Van Lan-

uyt and Joosen (2014) introduced a metamodel and an instanti-

tion strategy to document early AAs based on quality attribute

cenarios and use cases. Ordibehesht (2010) argued that implicit

nd invalid AAs are the major cause that leads to system failures

nd poor performance. The author proposed an approach based

n an architectural analysis and description language to document

As in software development. Mamun and Hansson (2011) con-

ucted a literature review on the topic of assumptions in the con-

ext of software development. In this review, the authors identi-

http://www.ibotech.com.cn/
http://www.volvocars.com/
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fied problems (e.g., architectural mismatch), challenges (e.g., dis-

tinguishing assumptions from other software artifacts), and ap-

proaches (e.g., assumption description language) for assumptions

management (e.g., Assumptions Documentation). In their follow-

ing work, Mamun et al. (2012) proposed to use Alloy language

to document AAs in software development. In our previous work

( Yang and Liang, 2014 ), we focused on AAs and their documen-

tation in agile development, by proposing a simplified conceptual

model for AAs with a lightweight approach for AAs Documenta-

tion. Furthermore, we surveyed 112 practitioners on AAs in soft-

ware development ( Yang et al., 2016) . The results of the survey

show that most AAs are kept implicit due to the lack of documen-

tation. Furthermore, the lack of specific approaches and tools is the

major challenge (reason) of (not) identifying and documenting AAs.

2.2. Other types of assumptions and their documentation 

Lewis et al. (2004) identified several problems caused by not

documenting assumptions in projects. For example, if assumptions

are implicit, stakeholders may not be aware of the evolution of

these assumptions (e.g., valid assumptions turning out to be invalid

over time). Additionally, the authors developed an Assumption

Management System for Assumptions Documentation in software

development. Lago and van Vliet (2005) noted that stakeholders

make assumptions about what will (or will not) change during de-

velopment, and these assumptions are connected to system vari-

ability and invariability. The authors designed a metamodel for

Assumptions Documentation, and showed how to model assump-

tions in an explicit way based on a product family. Ostacchini and

Wermelinger (2009) emphasized that, in agile development, most

assumptions are implicit, and explicitly documenting assumptions

is important. The authors developed a process for assumptions

management (e.g., using an assumption model to document as-

sumptions) in agile development. Furthermore, the authors sum-

marized the lessons learned for managing assumptions (e.g., As-

sumptions Documentation). Steingruebl and Peterson (2009) in-

troduced several specific approaches and techniques to document

different types of assumptions in software development. For ex-

ample, the authors suggested that stakeholders can use require-

ments documentation, dataflow diagrams, and threats modeling to

document software design assumptions, and use source code an-

notations and contract languages (e.g., Eiffel) to document imple-

mentation assumptions. Haley et al. (2006) concentrated on trust

assumptions, and pointed out that the essence of these assump-

tions is to trust the characteristics of domains. The authors em-

phasized that trust assumptions can impact the security of systems

(i.e., security requirements) and should be documented in soft-

ware development. The authors also proposed a framework to doc-

ument trust assumptions with security requirements in projects.

Miranskyy et al. (2005) traced assumptions to requirements, and

designed a quantitative and mathematical model (using Boolean

network and stochastic processes) to document these assump-

tions with requirements in software development. Tirumala et al.

(2005) mentioned that many component assumptions are implicit

and undocumented in projects, and not documenting component

assumptions may lead to several problems (e.g., component mis-

match). The authors proposed a framework with a dedicated tool

using XML, to document component assumptions in software de-

velopment. Uchitel and Yankelevich (20 0 0) described the problems

of component assumptions and developed guidelines on how to

use the existing architectural description languages to document

component assumptions. For example, the authors highlighted that

component assumptions documentation should be independent,

instead of, for example, combining it into component behavioral

description. Lehman and Ramil (2001) discussed the role of as-

sumptions at the implementation level, as well as the problems
aused by these assumptions. For example, the authors stated that

nvalid assumptions could lead to uncertain and/or unacceptable

rogram behavior, and documenting these assumptions is a solu-

ion to address such problems. Furthermore, the authors noted sev-

ral lessons learned for assumptions management (e.g., assump-

ions should be documented iteratively in various phases of the

evelopment). Zschaler and Rashid (2011) focused on aspect as-

umptions in aspect-oriented software development (e.g., assum-

ng the context in which the aspects are used). In their work, the

uthors used a template with four elements “Name”, “Description”,

Examples”, and “Discussion” to document aspect assumptions. 

.3. Comparison to related work 

The majority of the related work does not deal with AAs but

ith other types of assumptions within different phases of soft-

are development. Assumptions Documentation approaches, tech-

iques, and tools designed for other phases of software develop-

ent may not be suitable for AAs Documentation. For example,

ur systematic mapping study ( Yang et al., 2017 ) reports that in the

ontext of software design, architects and designers are the major

takeholders in assumptions management. Therefore, we consid-

red that managing AAs in a project is mainly the responsibility of

rchitects, designers, and architecture reviewers; for other types of

ssumptions, the stakeholders could be diverse (e.g., requirements

ngineers, developers, and project managers). 

There is also related work that targets AAs and their documen-

ation specifically. We see the following limitations in the work:

1) Different stakeholders have various AA concerns, but the exist-

ng approaches, techniques, and tools only address few of them,

nd the connections between AA concerns and stakeholders are

ot clear; and (2) It is unclear which AA concerns are addressed

y the proposed approaches, techniques, and tools, and how they

ddress the concerns. 

Additionally, AADF in this work can be compared to other Ar-

hitecture Frameworks, such as the Architecture Decision Docu-

entation Framework proposed by van Heesch et al. (2012) . The

nly common element between these two frameworks is that both

f them follow the same standard – ISO/IEC/IEEE Std 42010–2011

ISO, 2011) ; all the other parts of the design of the two frameworks

re different. First, the two frameworks were developed based on

ifferent motivations. The motivation of this work is based on our

ndustrial survey on AAs ( Yang et al., 2016) and a systematic map-

ing study on assumptions and their management in software de-

elopment ( Yang et al., 2017) . Furthermore, the two frameworks

sed different process for identifying and selecting concerns. We

ollected 78 concerns on assumptions from the existing literature.

3 AA concerns were finally selected and four categories of the

oncerns (i.e., addressed by the four AADF viewpoints) were clas-

ified by using Constant Comparison ( Glaser and Strauss, 1967) . Fi-

ally, the metamodels in the two frameworks are completely dif-

erent. 

AADF is the first approach that proposes a framework for AAs

ocumentation. This framework aims at documenting AAs in an

xplicit and systematic way based on the AA concerns of stake-

olders (see Section 3.1) . AADF not only provides a template to

ocument the details of each AA, but also supports stakeholders

o get an overview of the relationships between AAs, trace AAs to

ther types of software artifacts, and monitor the evolution of AAs

n software development. 

. A framework for architectural assumption documentation 

In this work, we advocate treating AAs as first class entities in

rchitecture documentation, and we focus on documenting them –

e do not focus on documenting other types of artifacts such as
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model of architecture framework from ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO, 2011) . 
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ecisions. An architecture framework “establishes a common prac-

ice for creating, interpreting, analyzing, and using architecture de-

criptions within a particular domain of application or stakeholder

ommunity. ” (ISO, 2011) . As shown in Fig. 1 , an architecture frame-

ork is composed of a set of viewpoints, which can be used to

ddress specific concerns of stakeholders. In this work, we de-

eloped AADF based on the guidelines proposed in ISO/IEC/IEEE

2010 (ISO, 2011) using the following process (further elaborated

n Section 3.1) : (1) we identified 24 AA concerns in a three-round

election process with six architects. We established that one con-

ern cannot be framed in a single viewpoint and was therefore

emoved, namely “Which AA should be maintained during the soft-

are engineering lifecycle? (AA maintenance means the modification

f assumptions, e.g. , fix the conflicts between assumptions and other

oftware artifacts, modify inconsistent assumptions, and remove in-

alid assumptions) ” ; (2) we identified eight types of stakehold-

rs with two architects; (3) we related the eight types of stake-

olders to the 23 concerns with two architects; and (4) we de-

eloped four viewpoints that frame the 23 concerns by using Con-

tant Comparison (following the guidelines proposed by Glaser and

trauss ( Glaser and Strauss, 1967) ). As mentioned in literature (e.g.,

 Glaser and Strauss, 1967 ; Adolph et al., 2011) ), Constant Com-

arison provides a systematic way to generate, for example, con-

epts from incidents, and a continuous process of verification of

he generated concepts and categories. We coded the concerns

s incidents, compared these incidents to each other to generate

oncepts, and further performed comparison among incidents and

oncepts to generate categories. This process was iteratively con-

ucted by the first author. The second and third author reviewed

he results of each iteration. 

Section 3.1 presents the concerns for architectural assumptions.

he elements as well as the concerns addressed by the correspond-

ng four viewpoints are elaborated in Sections 3.2 to Section 3.5 re-

pectively. Table 16 in Appendix B further shows definitions of con-

 

ext elements (e.g., requirement, artifact, and risk) related to AADF.

ection 3.6 provides guidelines on using AADF, including the cor-

espondence rules, the essential, important, and optional elements

f AADF, and the benefits and costs of using AADF. 

.1. Concerns for architectural assumptions 

AAs should be documented to support software development

 Yang et al., 2016) . However, there is a lack of widely accepted

nderstanding on the concerns of stakeholders that should be ad-

ressed when documenting AAs. A concern is any interest in a sys-

em related to stakeholders (ISO, 2011) . 

We identified and collected 78 related concerns from the exist-

ng literature, which is part of our earlier work (see the systematic

apping study ( Yang et al., 2017) ). We further conducted a three-

ound selection to refine the concerns as detailed below. 

1) In the first round, the first three authors merged the concerns

that have a similar meaning; 44 concerns were left in this

round. Note that the activity was iterated also in the other

rounds of selection. 

2) In the second round, the second and third author ranked the

importance of the 44 concerns according to their experience

and knowledge on AAs in software development through a

questionnaire using a 5-point Likert-scale ( William and Don-

nelly, 2006) (i.e., 1 being the least important and 5 being the

most important). If a concern got a ranking below 3 by both

the second and third author, the first three authors further dis-

cussed whether this concern should be removed. 7 concerns

were removed in this round. 

3) In the third round, we invited six architects from industry to

rank the importance of the 37 concerns according to their ex-

perience and knowledge on AAs in software development also

through a questionnaire using a 5-point Likert-scale (i.e., 1 be-

ing the least important and 5 being the most important). All six
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Table 1 

Concerns for architectural assumptions. 

ID Concern 

C1 Which AAs have been made? 

C2 What risks are caused by assumption A? 

C3 Which stakeholders are affected by assumption A? 

C4 Which AAs are influenced by stakeholder S? (E.g., we may need to 

revisit some assumptions, when stakeholder S no longer has a 

stake in the project or changes his/her stake.) 

C5 Which AAs conflict with assumption A? 

C6 Which AAs are constrained by assumption A? 

C7 Which AAs are caused by assumption A? 

C8 Which AAs are the alternatives of assumption A? 

C9 Which AAs are strengthened by assumption A? 

C10 Which AAs are weakened by assumption A? 

C11 Which AAs are related to assumption A? 

C12 What is the relationship between Assumption A and Requirement 

R? 

C13 What is the relationship between Assumption A and Architectural 

Design Decision D? 

C14 What is the relationship between Assumption A and Component C? 

C15 What is the relationship between AAs and changes in the system? 

(E.g., changes on requirements, architectural design decisions, or 

components) 

C16 Which AAs change and when? (AAs can evolve over time, for 

example, turning from valid to invalid during its lifecycle.) 

C17 What is the plan when an assumption A changes? (E.g., when 

assumption A turns to be invalid, stakeholders may need to 

make a plan, instead of modifying it immediately.) 

C18 Which AAs are violated (conflict with other artifacts) during the 

software engineering lifecycle? 

C19 How did assumption A change over time? 

C20 What is the state (e.g., “Modified” and “Valid”) of assumption A? 

C21 What is the rationale behind assumption A? 

C22 What are the pros and cons of assumption A? 

C23 What makes assumption A invalid (the reasons)? 
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Table 2 

Stakeholders and their concerns for architectural assumptions. 

Stakeholder Concerns for architectural assumptions 

Project manager C1, C2, C17, C20, C22 

Requirements engineer C1, C12, C15, C17, C20 

Architect & Designer C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12, 

C13, C14, C15, C16, C17, C18, C19, C20, C21, C22, 

C23 

Developer C1, C3, C14, C15, C17, C20 

Tester C1, C14, C15, C17, C20 

Maintainer C1, C3, C14, C15, C17, C20 

Customer & User C1, C2, C12, C20 

Architecture reviewer C1, C2, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12, C13, C14, 

C15, C16, C17, C18, C19, C20, C21, C22, C23 

Architectural 
assumption

0...*

0...*

relationship

Fig. 2. Metamodel of Architectural Assumption Relationship viewpoint. 

Architectural
assumption

Software
artifacts 0...* 0...*

relationship

Fig. 3. Metamodel of Architectural Assumption Tracing viewpoint. 
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architects had at least six years of working experience in IT in-

dustry, ranging from 6 to 34 years (average: 15.67 years); and at

least four years of working experience in software architecting,

ranging from 4 to 22 years (average: 10.33 years). If a concern

got a ranking below 18 in total, the first three authors further

discussed to decide whether this concern should be removed. 

Table 1 shows the selected AA concerns. We acknowledge that

certain steps in the selection process of AA concerns are subjective

and may have introduced bias. This may pose risks to the design

of AADF. To make this process as transparent as possible, we made

the materials of this work available online ( Yang et al., 2017) . 

As mentioned in ISO/IEC/IEEE Std 42010–2011 (ISO, 2011) : “A

concern could be held by one or more stakeholders. In general, the

association of concerns with stakeholders is many-to-many. ” The AA

concerns and their stakeholders act as a basis for the development

of AADF. We applied the following process to identify stakeholders

and assign stakeholders to the AA concerns: 

1) We interviewed the two architects who participated in the

third-round selection of AA concerns, and asked them about the

potential stakeholders who may have an interest in AAs and
Table 3 

Relationships between architectural assumptions. 

Relationship Description 

A conflicts with B A symmetrical relationship that indicates that the two

A constrains B Assumption B is tied to Assumption A. If Assumption 

A is caused by B Assumption B causes the making of Assumption A. 

A is an alternative to B Assumption A and B can be a substitute of each other

A strengthens B Assumption A increases the possibility of Assumption 

A weakens B Assumption A decreases the possibility of Assumption

A is related to B There is a relation between the two AAs, and the type
their documentation. Eight types of stakeholders were identi-

fied. 

2) The first author and the two architects assigned stakeholders to

concerns after stakeholders identification, and the other authors

reviewed the results (see Table 2 ). 

.2. Architectural assumption relationship viewpoint 

The AA Relationship viewpoint is used to capture the relation-

hips between AAs (in Table 3 ). The metamodel of this viewpoint

s shown in Fig. 2 . The relationship types in the AA Relationship

iewpoint are based on the identified AA concerns. 

.3. Architectural assumption tracing viewpoint 

AAs are related to various types of software artifacts such as

equirements and architectural design decisions. The AA Tracing

iewpoint presents such relationships (in Table 4 ). Fig. 3 shows

he metamodel. To make the relationship types between AAs and

etween AAs and other types of software artifacts consistent, we
Concerns 

 assumptions A and B are mutually exclusive. C5 

A is changed, then Assumption B should be revisited. C6 

C7 

. C8 

B being valid. C9 

 B being valid. C10 

 of this relationship is not covered by the types listed above. C11 
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Table 4 

Relationships between architectural assumptions and other software artifacts. 

Relationship Description Concerns 

A conflicts with B A symmetrical relationship indicating 

that artifact A and assumption B are 

mutually exclusive. 

C2, C12, C13, C14 

A constrains B Assumption B is tied to Artifact A. If 

Artifact A is changed, then 

Assumption B should be revisited or 

vice versa. 

A is caused by B Artifact A causes the making of 

Assumption B or vice versa. 

A strengthens B Artifact A increases the possibility of 

assumption B being valid. 

A weakens B Artifact A decreases the possibility of 

assumption B being valid. 

A is related to B There is a relation between artifact A 

and assumption B, and the type of 

this relationship is not covered by 

the types listed above. 

Architectural
assumption Iteration

changed in

0...* 1...*

Fig. 4. Metamodel of Architectural Assumption Evolution viewpoint. 
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Table 5 

Elements of Architectural Assumption Evolution viewpoint. 

Element Description Concerns 

Architectural 

assumption 

ID: The ID of an AA (e.g., AA1), 

requirement (e.g., R1), architectural 

design decision (e.g., ADD1), 

component (e.g., Cp1), or risk (e.g., 

R1) State includes two groups: 

Validation state = {“Valid” and 

“Invalid”}, and Action 

state = {“Added”, “Modified”, 

“Transformed”, and “Removed”}. 

Validation state is used to show 

whether an AA is valid, and Action 

state is used to show whether an AA 

has been added, modified, 

transformed, or removed. 

C15, C16, C18, 

C19, C20 

Iteration Iteration is the act of repeating a 

process with the aim of approaching 

a desired goal, target or result. It can 

be adapted to other variables such as 

“Version”. 

C16, C19 
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least 36 (i.e., avg. > = 4.5): C2, C6, C13, C14, C15, and C21. 
sed the same set of relationships in the AA Tracing viewpoint,

xcept for the relationship type " is an alternative to ", because an

A cannot be an alternative to another type of artifacts. 

The AA Tracing viewpoint traces AAs to four types of software

rtifacts: (1) requirements (C12); (2) architectural design decisions

C13); (3) system components (C14); and (4) risks (C2). 

.4. Architectural assumption evolution viewpoint 

Similar to other types of assumptions in software engineer-

ng, AAs have a dynamic characteristic: the system as well as the

roject context (e.g., market), is changing over time, possibly mak-

ng assumptions invalid, which may cause problems in projects

 Lewis et al., 2004) . For example, consider a stakeholder assum-

ng that a third-party component can be used in her/his project.

owever, during development, the stakeholder discovers that some

roblems caused by the component cannot be addressed, because

f the lack of key information (e.g., design rationale) of the compo-

ent. In this case, the original AA: “the third-party component can

e used in this project ” turns out to be invalid. Furthermore, AAs

ay be invalid in the first place (at the time they are made), be-

ause of, for example, the lack of knowledge or information when

aking these AAs. Therefore, the AA Evolution viewpoint aims to

ocument how AAs evolve over time. Fig. 4 shows the metamodel

f the AA Evolution viewpoint, which is composed of two elements

see Table 5 ). An example about how to use the AA Evolution view-

oint is provided in Table 14 of Appendix A and Fig. 6 . 

.5. Architectural assumption detail viewpoint 

Details of an AA can be valuable to stakeholders but also take

ore effort to document – it contains more information than the

ther viewpoints thus it also requires comparatively more effort.

he AA Detail viewpoint aggregates all information of an AA from

he rest of the viewpoints and is complemented with other op-

ional details that may be documented if resources are available.

he aim was to make the AA Detail viewpoint provide an overview

f each AA, while the other three viewpoints have their specific
ocus: the AA Relationship viewpoint shows the relationships be-

ween AAs, the AA Tracing viewpoint traces AAs to other types

f software artifacts, and the AA Evolution viewpoint provides the

istory of an AA during its lifecycle. Despite this redundancy of in-

ormation across viewpoints, the objective is to support engineers

n documenting AAs without entering redundant information (e.g.,

nce the historical information is recorded in the AA Evolution

iew, the AA Detail view can be updated automatically). Effective

ool support is vital in this case, and is considered as our next step

see Section 8) . 

The AA Detail viewpoint is composed of eight elements (see

able 6 ). Fig. 5 shows the metamodel of the AA Detail viewpoint,

nd Table 15 in Appendix A shows a real example of AA Detail

iewpoint from industry. To make the example simple and easy to

nderstand, “Related architectural assumptions”, “Related require-

ents”, “Related architectural design decisions”, “Related system

omponents”, “Related risks”, and “History” are not included. 

.6. Guidelines on using AADF 

This section first presents the correspondence rules of AADF,

hen classifies the AADF elements as essential, important or op-

ional, and finally provides a set of guidelines regarding benefits

nd costs of using AADF based on our own experience and knowl-

dge. 

.6.1. Correspondence rules of AADF 

As mentioned in ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO, 2011) : “Correspon-

ence rules are used to enforce relations within an architecture de-

cription (or between architecture descriptions). ” Table 7 shows the

undamental correspondence rules of AADF and respective view-

oints. 

.6.2. Essential, important, and optional elements of AADF 

As mentioned in Section 3.1 , the second and third author and

ix architects were involved in ranking the importance of the AA

oncerns using Likert-scale scores. The first author further classi-

ed the 23 AA concerns in three groups according to their scores. 

1) Group 1 includes the AA concerns that received a score of less

than 32 (i.e., avg. < 4): C3, C7, C8, C11, C17, and C19. 

2) Group 2 includes the AA concerns that received a score be-

tween 32 and 36 (not including 36, i.e., 4 < = avg. < 4.5): C1, C4,

C5, C9, C10, C12, C16, C18, C20, C22, and C23. 

3) Group 3 includes the AA concerns that received a score of at
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Table 6 

Elements of Architectural Assumption Detail viewpoint. 

Element Description Concerns 

Architectural assumption The properties of an AA include ID, Name, Description, State, Rationale, Pros, Cons, and Plan. 

State contains two groups: Validation state = {“Valid” and “Invalid”} and Action 

state = {“Added”, “Modified”, “Transformed”, and “Removed”}. Validation state: whether the 

AA is valid. Action state: whether the AA has been added, modified, transformed, or 

removed. 

Rationale: The reasons for making the AA. 

Pros: The positive impacts of the AA. 

Cons: The negative impacts of the AA. 

Invalidity reason: The reasons about why the AA is invalid. Plan: The plan for the AA, 

including “To be modified”, “To be removed”, and “To be transformed (to another type of 

artifact)”. 

C1, C17, C20, C21, C22, C23 

Stakeholder The stakeholders who are involved in the AA C3, C4 

Related architectural assumptions The relationships between the assumption and other assumptions. The information of this 

element can be collected from the Architecture Assumption Relationship views. 

C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11 

Related requirements The relationships between the assumption and requirements. The information of this element 

can be collected from the Architecture Assumption Tracing views. 

C12 

Related architectural design decisions The relationships between the assumption and architectural design decisions. The information 

of this element can be collected from the Architecture Assumption Tracing views. 

C13 

Related system components The relationships between the assumption and system components. The information of this 

element can be collected from the Architecture Assumption Tracing views. 

C14 

Related risks The relationships between the assumption and risks. The information of this element can be 

collected from the Architecture Assumption Tracing views. 

C2 

History The evolution of the assumption. The information of this element can be collected from the 

Architecture Assumption Evolution views. 

C15, C16, C18, C19, C20 

Stakeholder

Requirement Architectural
decision

History

Risk

Component

impacts

is changed in
has

leads to

impacts
impacts

1...*0...*

0...*

0...*

0...*

0...*

0...*

0...*

0...*
0...*

1...*
0...*

ID
Name
Description
State
Rationale
Pros
Cons
Invalidity reason
Plan

Architectural assumption

relationship0...*

0...*

Fig. 5. Metamodel of Architectural Assumption Detail viewpoint. 

Table 7 

Fundamental correspondence rules of AADF. 

Correspondence rule Viewpoints 

The relationships between two AAs or an AA and another type of artifact (i.e., requirement, design decision, component, or risk) can 

be zero, one, or multiple. 

Relationship, Tracing, Detail 

The relationships between two AAs or an AA and another type of artifact (i.e., requirement, design decision, component, or risk) can 

be bi-directional. 

Relationship, Tracing, Detail 

If an AA is valid, the “Invalid reason” of the AA must be “N/A”. Detail 

The field “Related architectural assumptions” of an AA in an AA Detail view should be consistent with the relationships between the 

AA and other AAs in the AA Relationship views. 

Relationship, Detail 

The field “Related requirements”, “Related architectural design decisions”, “Related system components”, and “Related risks” of an AA 

in an AA Detail view should be consistent with the relationships between the AA and other types of artifacts (i.e., requirement, 

design decision, component, or risk) in the AA Tracing views. 

Tracing, Detail 

The field “History” of an AA in an AA Detail view should be consistent with the evolution of the AA across time in the AA Evolution 

views. 

Evolution, Detail 

The latest version of an AA in the Relationship, Tracing, and Detail view should correspond to the latest occurrence of the AA in the 

Evolution view. 

All 

The ID of a certain AA in different views should be consistent. All 

An AA can be documented in zero, one, or multiple Relationship, Tracing, Evolution, or Detail views. All 
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Iteration i Iteration j Iteration k Iteration l Iteration m

AA2
Added

AA2
Invalid

R2

AA3
Added

ADD1

AA2
Modified

AA1

Iteration n

AA1
Invalid

AA1
Modified

R1

is caused by

is caused by

Architectural
assumption

Requirement

Architectural
design 
decision

Transformed

Transformed

Transformed

Fig. 6. An example of the Architectural Assumption Evolution viewpoint. 

Table 8 

Importance of the elements in AADF. 

Element Viewpoint Importance Concerns 

ID of an artifact (e.g., AA) All Essential All 

AAs with a “constrains” relationship Relationship, Detail Essential C6 

Relationships between AAs and architectural design decisions Tracing, Detail Essential C13 

Relationships between AAs and components Tracing, Detail Essential C14 

Relationships between AAs and risks Tracing, Detail Essential C2 

State of an AA Evolution, Detail Essential C15, C18, C19, C20 

Rationale of an AA Detail Essential C21 

Name of an AA Detail Important C1 

Description of an AA Detail Important C1 

Pros of an AA Detail Important C22 

Cons of an AA Detail Important C22 

Invalidity reason of an AA Detail Important C23 

Stakeholder Detail Important C3, C4 

AAs with a “conflicts with” relationship Relationship, Detail Important C5 

AAs with a “strengthens” relationship Relationship, Detail Important C9 

AAs with a “weakens” relationship Relationship, Detail Important C10 

Relationships between AAs and requirements Tracing, Detail Important C12 

Iteration Evolution, Detail Important C16, C19 

AAs with a “is caused by” relationship Relationship, Detail Optional C7 

AAs with a “is an alternative to” relationship Relationship, Detail Optional C8 

AAs with a “is related to” relationship Relationship, Detail Optional C11 

Plan of an AA Detail Optional C17 
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Through mapping the AA concerns in these three groups to the

lements in AADF, we concluded the importance of the elements

n AADF as shown in Table 8 . Note that an AADF element can re-

ate to multiple concerns (e.g., “Stakeholder” in the AA Detail view-

oint can be mapped to both C3 and C4). We classified the impor-

ance of such elements according to the most important concern

he elements being mapped to (e.g., we classified the importance
f “Stakeholder” as “Important” instead of “Optional” because C4 is

n Group 2). 

.6.3. Benefits and costs of using AADF 

AADF has both benefits and costs. For example, AADF can help

takeholders to get an overview of the AAs made in projects, but

he effort required could be prohibitive. There is always a trade-
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Table 9 

Relationships among tasks, subjects, inputs, outputs, and RQs. 

Part Task Who Inputs Outputs RQs 

Part 1 T1 Researchers and architects (1) The supporting documents (e.g., the AADF 

design) 

(2) The documents of the questionnaire 

(1) The cooperation agreement (2) The case 

study design 

(3) The documents of the tutorial 

(4) The results of the questionnaire 

N/A 

T2 Researchers and architects (1) The case study design 

(2) The documents of the tutorial 

(1) The questions and answers about the 

case study 

N/A 

Part 2 T3 Researchers and architects (1) The documents of the selected projects 

(e.g., requirements documents) 

(2) The Excel template of AADF 

(3) The documents of the tutorial 

(1) The AADF views 

(2) The questions and answers about the 

case study 

RQ1, RQ2, RQ3 

T4 Researchers and architects (1) The AADF views (1) The questions and answers about the 

case study 

RQ4 

Part 3 T5 Researchers and architects (1) The documents of the interview and focus 

group 

(1) The results of the interview 

(2) The results of the focus group 

RQ1, RQ2, RQ3, RQ4 
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off between the benefits and costs of using AADF in projects. Be-

low we provide guidelines as derived from our own experience and

knowledge in using AADF: 

1) AAs are intertwined with various types of software artifacts,

such as requirements, design decisions, and components, and

their lifecycle spans the whole software development. We ad-

vocate treating AAs as first class entities in architecture docu-

mentation when using AADF. 

2) The AA concept is subjective, thus stakeholders may under-

stand it differently. Before using AADF, stakeholders in the same

project or organization should at least reach an agreement on

the understanding of the elements in AADF, especially the AA

term and concept. 

3) AAs documentation does not depend on existing documenta-

tion of other types of artifacts. 

4) AADF can potentially be extended by additional viewpoints in

order to frame other concerns. Furthermore, AADF is not a

unique solution in framing the stated concerns. This is in accor-

dance to ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO, 2011) , which states that there

is no unique set of viewpoints for addressing a specific set of

concerns: one could consider other viewpoints that frame the

same concerns. 

5) AADF is completely flexible and customizable: users of AADF do

not need to use all the viewpoints and elements in AADF. In-

stead they can choose the elements in certain viewpoints to be

documented. For example, they can document only key infor-

mation according to their project context in order to save time

and effort. 

6) AAs management can be resource-intensive; AADF may need to

be customized, in order to be used in more agile types of de-

velopment. 

7) AADF may not be useful in projects that do not have many AAs

to manage, such as small projects or “stable” projects (e.g., a

project that is similar to a previous project with few uncertain-

ties). 

8) AADF is particularly suitable in developing critical systems (e.g.,

safety-critical systems). Stakeholders need to pay significant at-

tention to AAs management and use systematic approaches to

manage AAs in this type of systems, since implicit or invalid

AAs may cause serious issues. 

9) Not every AA needs to be documented with AADF. Stakeholders

should identify the important AAs in their projects before using

AADF. 

0) AADF needs to be used from the early phases of software de-

velopment (e.g., requirements engineering or architecture anal-

ysis); the usage of AADF spans the whole development lifecycle.

1) Though the major focus of AADF is AAs Documentation, AADF

can also be used to support other AAs management activities.
For example, in AAs Evaluation, stakeholders can use the docu-

mentation managed by AADF to evaluate each documented AA.

. Case study 

We followed the guidelines proposed by Runeson and Höst

2009) to design and report on this case study. Furthermore, we

ade the materials of this work available online ( Yang et al., 2017) .

.1. Goal and research questions 

The goal of the case study is to analyze AADF for the purpose

f evaluation with respect to its effectiveness in AAs Documenta-

ion from the point of view of architects in the context of soft-

are development in industry. The effectiveness of AADF for AAs

ocumentation can be evaluated in four aspects as detailed below:

1) Ease of understanding the AADF viewpoints . AADF is com-

posed of four viewpoints. The ease of understanding the AADF

viewpoints has a significant impact on the adoption of AADF in

AAs Documentation. Without a fair understanding of the AADF

viewpoints, stakeholders may use AADF improperly and ineffi-

ciently in their projects. 

2) Effort of documenting AAs using the AADF viewpoints . Creat-

ing the AADF views takes some effort. It will not be acceptable

for stakeholders if they have to spend too much effort on doc-

umenting AAs. 

3) Effectiveness in helping stakeholders to identify risks in

projects . Identifying risks is critical to the success of projects

( Boehm, 1991) . The most important characteristic of AAs is “un-

certainty”, and AAs may lead to various risks in software devel-

opment. Therefore, being aware of the risks related to AAs is

important in development. 

4) Effectiveness in helping architects to understand AAs in

projects . Understanding AAs in projects means being aware of

the AAs made in software development, their state, rationale,

pros, cons, invalidity reasons, the related stakeholders, plans,

the relationships between AAs, the relationships between AAs

and requirements, design decisions, components, and risks, and

the evolution of each AA. 

Aspects (1) and (2) concern producing AAs (i.e., creating the

ADF views), while aspects (3) and (4) are about consuming AAs

i.e., using the created AADF views) ( Tang et al., 2010) . The research

uestions (RQs) of this study, which are formulated based on the

our aspects of the effectiveness of AADF in AAs Documentation,

re described as follows. 

RQ1 : How easy is it to understand the AADF viewpoints? 

RQ2 : What is the expected effort for creating the AADF views? 
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Table 10 

AAs documented with AADF by subjects. 

P1 P2 P3 P4 

9200 ultra-high frequency component UCOSII operation system 433 MHz component 13.56 MHz passive sensing head 

R20 0 0 ultra-high frequency component Mobile telecommunication GPS component Direction of 5.8GHz 

Voice broadcast component GPS component GSM component Security of wireless communication 

Internet communication SDK of EFM32 Power component Conditions of payment 

RS485 communication Polymer battery Response time of wireless communication 

IAP Success rate of wireless communication 

Wifi component Personal identification component 

LED component 

P5 P6 P7 P8 

Power-supply system Number of parking spots per meter ASIL and Infotainment Subsystem structure 

Distance of ultrasonic wave sensors License plate recognition Updateability of domain masters Awareness of architectural strategies 

433 MHz component Communication between meters and 

servers 

Functional growth Evolution of architecture 

Time of sending and receiving 

ultrasonic wave 

Communication between vehicle 

detectors and meters 

ASIL and Safety 

System safety decomposition 
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RQ3 : Does AADF effectively help architects to identify risks in

projects? 

RQ4 : Does AADF effectively help architects to understand AAs

in projects? 

We note that RQ2 is concerned with the effort that architects

xpected to spend on creating the AADF views and not the actual

ffort spent during the case study. Since the data collection was

onducted during a half-day workshop at each of the company in-

tead of the whole lifecycle of a project due to resource constraints,

he time for data collection was strictly limited. To ensure that the

ubjects used every AADF viewpoint in the case study, we let the

ubjects spend equal time on creating each AADF view. Therefore,

e did not measure their effort quantitatively. Instead we asked

hem about their expected effort of using AADF: which views they

ould expect to be the most or least time-consuming to create

hen using AADF in their work. 

.2. Case and subject selection 

We have studied a phenomenon (use of the AADF) in a real

ontext, by asking all the subjects to select one non-trivial soft-

are project from their work and used AADF in the context of

heir own projects. Furthermore, as mentioned by Runeson and

öst (2009) , “Case studies may be used for explanatory purposes. This

nvolves testing of existing theories in confirmatory studies. ” In this

ork, the aim was to “test an existing theory”, namely to evaluate

he effectiveness of AADF in AAs Documentation. Therefore, it is an

xplanatory case study. 

.2.1. Case description 

A case is a contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context

 Yin, 2003) . We selected and conducted two cases in this case

tudy. One case was conducted in China with six architects from

he domain of Internet of Things at IBO Technology, and another

ase was conducted in Sweden with six architects from the domain

f Automotive Industry at Volvo Cars. Note that the six architects

ho had been involved in the three-round selection process of AA

oncerns were not among the subjects of the case study. IBO Tech-

ology is a Chinese company headquartered in Shenzhen, China,

nd focuses on IT services (e.g., system integration services) and

nternet of Things. It has 100 – 200 employees (around 80% are

ngineers). Volvo Cars is a Swedish premium automobile manu-

acturer, headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden. Volvo Cars manu-

actures and markets sport utility vehicles, station wagons, sedans,

tc. It has over 15,0 0 0 employees (around 80 0 0 employees are

ithin research and development, for example, around 4500 en-

ineers for a new car project). 
To allow for a real context in the case study, we did not provide

he subjects with a project, but asked them to select one real and

on-trivial project from their work and use AADF in the context

f their own projects. Therefore, we could not define up front the

etails of the cases, such as the set of applicable risks. 

.2.2. Case and units of analysis 

According to the guidelines for conducting case studies

 Runeson and Höst, 2009) , a multiple-case study means that the

tudy has multiple cases, while a single-case study refers to a case

tudy with only one case. In this work, we treated our study as

 multiple-case study, i.e., with two cases. Furthermore, the study

s an embedded case study ( Runeson et al., 2012) , because it was

onducted in two different companies of two different application

omains with six architects from each company. In this work, we

id not study the AAs documented by the subjects, but their opin-

ons on the effectiveness of AADF. The architects were not only the

ubjects, but also the units of analysis, because we analyzed the

ata individually from each of the architects for the RQs. 

.2.3. Case study procedures 

The case study process is composed of five tasks as the follow-

ng. 

T1 The researchers asked the subjects to select one real and

non-trivial project from their work. The researchers pre-

pared the materials for the case study, and collected ba-

sic information of the subjects and the selected projects

through a questionnaire (see Section 4.3 ). The subjects and

researchers reached an agreement on the selected projects. 

T2 The researchers gave a tutorial to help the subjects under-

stand the concept of AA and AADF, the tasks the subjects

needed to perform, and the schedule of the workshop. Note

that the correspondence rules, the essential, important, and

optional elements of AADF, and the cost-benefit analysis (i.e.,

the guidelines on using AADF) presented in Section 3.6 , were

not included in the tutorial given to the subjects. After the

tutorial, the subjects and researchers had a discussion about

the AA concept (including both AA examples and definitions)

to ensure that the subjects had a fair understanding of the

AA concept. In the workshop, we did not require that the

subjects understand AA exactly the same as the authors; we

let them have their own understanding of AA. 

T3 The subjects used an Office Excel template (implementing

AADF) provided by the researchers to document AAs in their

selected projects. The researchers asked the subjects to use

the existing documentation of their selected projects, and

their own computers in this task. 
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T4 The subjects exchanged the documented AAs with each

other (e.g., Architect1 〈 - 〉 Architect2, Architect3 〈 - 〉 Archi-

tect4, and Architect5 〈 - 〉 Architect6), and read the AADF

views of their colleagues to understand the documented

AAs. 

T5 The researchers conducted a semi-structured interview (see

Section 4.3 ) with each subject to get their feedback about

the effectiveness of AADF in AAs Documentation. In the case

of IBO Technology, the first and seventh author interviewed

the subjects in parallel. In the case of Volvo Cars, the first,

fourth, and fifth author interviewed the subjects in parallel.

After the interview, the subjects attended a focus group (see

Section 4.3 ) to further discuss the effectiveness of AADF in

AAs Documentation according to the RQs. 

Table 9 shows the relationships among tasks, who were in-

volved, inputs and outputs of each task, and the related RQs. 

4.3. Data collection procedures 

Three data collection methods were used in the case study:

questionnaire, interview, and focus group. We asked each subject

to fill in a questionnaire (see Table 17 in Appendix C ), collect-

ing basic information of the subjects, and data related to the con-

text of the selected projects. We interviewed (one by one) all the

subjects with specific questions related to AADF (see Table 18 in

Appendix C ). The purpose of the focus group was to encourage

the subjects to discuss the effectiveness of AADF in AAs Documen-

tation. The researchers organized the discussion according to the

four RQs. Through these three methods, we collected a number of

data items (see Table 19 in Appendix C ) to answer the RQs, ba-

sic information of the subjects (see Table 20 in Appendix C ), and

data related to the context of the selected projects (see Table 21 in

Appendix C ). 

4.4. Analysis procedures 

We used descriptive statistics to analyze quantitative answers

(e.g., the size of the selected projects), and Constant Comparison

( Glaser and Strauss, 1967 ) for qualitative answers (i.e., generat-

ing concepts and categories from the collected data to answer the

RQs). The first and seventh author executed Constant Comparison

through an iterative process in the IBO case. The first and fourth

author did the same for the Volvo case. The codes with their re-

lationships were refined and adapted in each iteration. The second

author was consulted to resolve any inconsistency and reviewed

the results of Constant Comparison for clarity. Furthermore, we

used MAXQDA 

5 as the tool for analyzing the qualitative data col-

lected from both cases. 

4.5. Pilot study 

We conducted a pilot study with one architect in Wuhan, China.

The pilot study followed the same design as the formal case study,

except performing T4 (see Section 4.2.3 ) and the focus group (see

T5 in Section 4.2.3 ); since there was only one subject in the pilot

study, we could neither provide him with the AADF views created

by others nor organize a focus group. In the end of the pilot study,

we had an extra session compared with the formal case study to

ask the subject for feedback on how to improve the case study. The

changes from the feedback can be summarized as follows: (1) Re-

finement of the AADF tutorial (e.g., reducing academic terms and

using more images instead of text); (2) Refinement of the Excel
5 http://www.maxqda.com/ . 

 

s  
emplate (e.g., providing an explanation for each element); (3) Re-

nement of the interview and focus group design (e.g., the strate-

ies used for interviews); (4) Rescheduling of the procedure of the

ase study (e.g., asking the subjects to fill in the questionnaire be-

ore the case study); (5) Backup plans for various emergencies and

xceptions during the case study. 

. Results 

This section provides first an overview of the subjects and se-

ected projects of the two companies and subsequently presents

he results of the RQs. We note that we did not add any interpre-

ation of our own in this section. 

.1. Overview 

.1.1. IBO technology 

As shown in Table 22 in Appendix D , all the subjects (6 out of 6,

00%) have at least seven years of working experience in software-

ntensive systems and at least five years of experience in architect-

ng or design of software-intensive systems. 

Table 23 in Appendix D shows the details of the projects se-

ected by each subject. All the projects were non-trivial software-

ntensive systems from the domain of Internet of Things, and had

een finished when we conducted this case study. The projects had

arying duration (from two months to thirteen months), size (from

680 to 15,0 0 0 person-hour), and lines of code (from 36,0 0 0 to 1

illion). The development team size of these projects was small

4–8 persons). Most of the selected projects (3 out of 6, 50.0%)

sed the Waterfall Model as development process, one project (1

ut of 6, 16.7%) used Iterative Development with Prototyping, one

roject (1 out of 6, 16.7%) used Agile Development, and one project

1 out of 6, 16.7%) used a hybrid process of the Waterfall Model

nd Iterative Development with Prototyping. 

.1.2. Volvo cars 

As shown in Table 24 in Appendix D , all the subjects (6 out of 6,

00%) have at least seven years of working experience in software-

ntensive systems and at least one year of experience being in-

olved in architecting or design of software-intensive systems. 

The projects that the participants selected were mainly of two

inds: either platform projects : developing platforms that car mod-

ls are built upon or projects for developing new car models . A

latform project runs as long as the platform is used. The partici-

ants had a hard time to estimate the size of the projects in num-

ers, as they were part of an architecture group, being responsible

or the electrical architecture of the complete car or platform. The

oftware in the car is developed by around 50 different compa-

ies acting as suppliers, as well as in-house. This means that there

re thousands of engineers involved, and an estimated 100 million

ines of code spread over about 100 nodes in the car. Every project

except for one, which is part of a research project) followed the

-Model. Table 25 in Appendix D shows the details of the selected

rojects by each subject. All six projects were still running when

e conducted the case study. 

.1.3. AAs documented with AADF by the subjects 

This section presents the AAs documented with AADF by the

ubjects, as shown in Table 10 . Considering the length of the pa-

er, we only provide the names of the documented AAs. Due to

onfidential concerns, four subjects did not provide us with their

ocumented AAs. 

.2. Results of RQ1 

This section describes the results of RQ1, i.e., the ease of under-

tanding the AADF viewpoints. Most subjects (5 out of 12, 41.7%)

http://www.maxqda.com/
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onsidered that the AA Detail viewpoint is the easiest to under-

tand. One subject stated: “The description of each element and the

xamples provided in the Excel template are clear. It is more like a

eta-data thing. You have to present what data that have to fill in.

hat was easy to understand. ” Three subjects (3 out of 12, 25.0%)

entioned that the AA Relationship viewpoint and the AA Tracing

iewpoint are difficult to understand, because of the various types

f relationships as well as the lack of instructions. 

In the workshop, all the subjects (12 out of 12, 100%) men-

ioned that they could understand AADF and especially the ratio-

ale behind the AADF viewpoints. However, six subjects (6 out of

2, 50%) said that they needed further help when using AADF next

ime. We tried to dig deeper to identify the factors that have an

mpact on the ease of understanding the AADF viewpoints, and

lassified them as the following six factors: 

Tutorial of AADF: For the best way of understanding the AADF

iewpoints, half of the subjects (6 out of 12, 50%) suggested a

orkshop with a PowerPoint presentation. Other options proposed

ere a video tutorial, an online tutorial, and a presentation with

xamples and “homework” . Furthermore, seven subjects (7 out of

2, 58.3%) discussed the supporting documents of AADF. Providing

uch documents in a good quality to the subjects can help them

o understand the AADF viewpoints easier. This is also a factor for

reating the AADF views, which will be described in Section 5.3 .

inally, four subjects (4 out of 12, 33.3%) stated that some impor-

ant information was missing in the tutorial, which may negatively

mpact the understanding of the AADF viewpoints. They suggested

laboration on (a) the best way for learning and using AADF, (b)

he benefits of AADF, (c) the purposes of each AADF viewpoint, and

d) the starting point of creating the AADF views (i.e., which view

hould be created first). 

Examples of AADF: Eight subjects (8 out of 12, 66.7%) thought

hat it was important and necessary to provide more examples of

sing AADF. More specifically, they would like to see details about

he examples (e.g., project context of the examples). Furthermore,

even subjects (7 out of 12, 58.3%) emphasized that it was better

o show them how to create the AADF views with a mature and

ealistic industry project (e.g., decomposing a project into modules

nd providing examples based on each module) from their own

ontext, instead of using toy examples. 

Concepts and terms in AADF: Some concepts and terms in

ADF were rather academic for the subjects, and they considered

hat this problem could impede their understanding of the AADF

iewpoints. As one subject put it: “We do not use some of the terms

n practice ( e.g. , the term of AA). It may confuse stakeholders when

sing these terms. It is better to use the terms that industry can eas-

ly understand. ”

Personal experience: Most subjects (8 out of 12, 66.7%) agreed

hat personal experience is an important factor for understanding

he AADF viewpoints. They emphasized that there would be a sig-

ificant difference in the ease of understanding AADF between ju-

ior and experienced architects, for example: “You would need at

east some experience to understand why you need AADF. There’s a

isk that you don’t understand the need of AADF, if you haven’t feel

his is helpful. I know this because of my experience. ”

Resources for learning AADF: This factor refers to the re-

ources (e.g., time) used for learning and discussing AADF. Most

ubjects (7 out of 12, 58.3%) considered that more resources could

elp stakeholders to understand the AADF viewpoints easier. One

ubject explained: “It’s a kind of craftsmanship and you can get bet-

er after working on it over time. ”

Practice of AADF: Three subjects (3 out of 12, 25.0%) agreed

hat if a stakeholder can use and practice AADF several times, es-

ecially in industry projects, she/he could understand AADF easier.
 

 

.3. Results of RQ2 

This section describes the results of RQ2, i.e., the expected ef-

ort of creating the AADF views. We asked the subjects which

ADF views were expected as the most or least time-consuming

o create when using AADF in their work. The results are shown in

able 11 . Additionally, two subjects (2 out of 12, 16.7%) mentioned

hat understanding the AA concept and identifying AAs required

he most effort when creating the AADF views. 

We identified seven factors that can impact the effort of creat-

ng the AADF views: 

Information collection: Different ways of information collec-

tion lead to different effort of creating the AADF views.

Seven subjects (7 out of 12, 58.3%) thought that such ef-

fort could be reduced if they had project documents. As one

subject stated: “If we would have the whole project documen-

tation, we can start at mapping things to find the relationships.

But right now, it is hard. ” Four subjects (4 out of 12, 33.3%)

suggested that architecture documents, requirements docu- 

ments, risk evaluation documents, and testing documents

were useful for reducing the effort of creating the AADF

views. Additionally, one subject said: “Using my memory is

easier to recall the information for creating the AADF views

than using documents. ” Ten subjects (10 out of 12, 83.3%)

claimed that they used their memory, and five subjects (5

out of 12, 41.7%) said that they used certain documents (e.g.,

architecture documents) to create the AADF views. Note that

the use of related documents was voluntary. In this situa-

tion, the subjects could use both their memory and project

documents to create the AADF views, or only one of them.

Finally, collecting different types of information for creating

the AADF views also requires different effort. For example,

two subjects (2 out of 12, 16.7%) considered that collecting

requirements could be time-consuming, and one subject (1

out of 12, 8.3%) said that the details of an AA were difficult

to collect. 

Tool support: We provided an Excel template as the tool for

the subjects to create the AADF views in the case study. All

the subjects (12 out of 12, 100%) considered that when cre-

ating the AADF views in real life projects, a dedicated tool is

needed to reduce the effort, instead of only using the Excel

template. As an example, one subject mentioned: “The Ex-

cel template is not intuitive and difficult to use and fill in the

information of the AADF views. ”

AADF: The subjects mentioned seven aspects of AADF, which

could impact the effort of creating the AADF views: (a) to

what extent a stakeholder understands AADF (i.e., a good

understanding of AADF can reduce the effort); (b) exam-

ples of AADF (e.g., examples of the AADF views with details

and examples from industry projects would help stakehold-

ers to reduce the effort); (c) characteristics of AADF (e.g.,

incompatible with the current processes/approaches used in

projects would increase the effort); (d) ways of creating the

AADF views (e.g., using AADF in the early phases of a project

and iteratively creating and maintaining the AADF views

during the development could reduce the effort); (e) sup-

porting documents of AADF (this is also a factor for under-

standing the AADF viewpoints as described in Section 5.2 );

(f) practice of AADF (i.e., more practice of AADF, less effort

needed); and (g) required information of AADF (i.e., which

information of an AA should be documented and how to use

the information). 

Project context: This factor includes aspects such as project

size and number of AAs (8 out of 12, 66.7%) and team-

work (4 out of 12, 33.3%). The subjects considered that large
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Table 11 

Effort f or creating the AADF views. 

Most time-consuming AADF view Rationale Number (%) 

AA Tracing view The AA Tracing view is related to various software artifacts, and it requires much time to think ( e.g. , what 

artifacts exist in the project, and what are the relationships between AAs and these artifacts). 

6 (50%) 

AA Relationship view The AA Relationship view requires more thinking, and its complexity is O(n), i.e. , more assumptions you 

have, more effort you need for creating this view. 

4 (33.3%) 

AA Detail view Several terms in the AA Detail view were confusing; when creating the view one needs not to think too 

much, but it requires filling in a lot of information. 

4 (33.3%) 

AA Evolution view Not mentioned 1 (8.3%) 

Least time-consuming AADF view Rationale Number (%) 

AA Detail view The information used to initiate the AA Detail view can be easily found. 2 (16.7%) 

AA Evolution view The AA Evolution view is sort of doing small steps with a low effort. 2 (16.7%) 
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projects with a large number of AAs required more effort

to create the AADF views than small projects, and working

with multiple stakeholders collaboratively as a team could

reduce such effort. As one subject said: “We have maybe 100

decisions and maybe 400 requirements to manage. AADF was

easy to understand, but maybe difficult to use, because of the

size of the projects, which will make the creation of the AADF

views big and complex, just because of the large number of as-

sumptions and everything. ” Furthermore, one subject (1 out

of 12, 8.3%) considered that project size and number of AAs

might not be that important if the AADF views can be cre-

ated and maintained iteratively. 

Costs and benefits: The subjects (7 out of 12, 58.3%) argued

that the effort spent on creating the AADF views mainly de-

pends on the worthiness of using AADF in projects. As one

subject put it: “I am a little bit afraid that the effort is huge, it

would be too much to detail, and just a lot of work to find the

relations between everything, and to create the design work.

That might be something that is no longer maintained, and

could be just a mess. So you need to do some kinds of bal-

ancing between usefulness and time and effort. ”

Personal experience: Experienced architects need less effort

than junior architects when creating the AADF views. Fur-

thermore, two subjects (2 out of 12, 16.7%) considered that

personal experience was related to several other aspects.

They concluded that (a) if a stakeholder understands AADF

well and the project has well-organized project documents;

or (b) if personal experience can be embedded into AADF

(e.g., similar to a reference architecture or a library of AAs),

then personal experience is not important for the effort of

creating the AADF views. 

AAs Identification: AAs Identification may be effortless when

happening during AAs Documentation. However, as reported

by the subjects, identifying AAs could also be rather difficult

and time-consuming: “Because we have so much in our heads.

We write requirements, design patterns, a lot of things based on

so many assumptions, but we don’t document assumptions, so

the problem is to identify assumptions ”. 

5.4. Results of RQ3 

This section describes the results of RQ3, i.e., the effectiveness

of AADF in helping architects to identify risks in projects. 10 sub-

jects (10 out of 12, 83.3%) agreed that using AADF could help them

to identify risks, for example: “The assumptions in themselves could

be risky. Then the AA Relationship and Tracing views are also valuable

because you realize how much depends on one of these assumptions,

so if the assumption is not true, then you have a whole change of

things that could be affected. ” Five subjects (5 out of 12, 41.7%) con-

sidered that the AA Tracing view and the AA Relationship view are

the most useful for risk identification. 
We also asked the subjects about the types of risk that can be

dentified by using AADF. The results contain architectural and de-

ign risk (4 out of 12, 33.3%), implementation risk (4 out of 12,

3.3%), management risk (3 out of 12, 25.0%), cost risk (e.g., time

nd money) (3 out of 12, 25.0%), product risk (2 out of 12, 16.7%),

echnical risk (e.g., technical debt) (2 out of 12, 16.7%), and misun-

erstanding risk (2 out of 12, 16.7%). As one subject put it: “Prob-

bly we would find things that the architects assume that everyone

nows, but there are many sub-system owners that are new and fre-

uently change, so probably we would find stuff, that we thought was

hat everyone know, but in reality, they don’t. ”

The effectiveness of using AADF to identify risks is impacted by

hree factors: 

Personal experience: Seven subjects (7 out of 12, 58.3%) con-

sidered that more experience could be helpful to identify

risks in software development when using AADF. One sub-

ject explained: “You can’t make assumptions on architecture

issues, if you don’t have enough experience, then you can’t pro-

vide or produce relevant risks as well, so rich experience can

help risk identification. ” Furthermore, one subject (1 out of

12, 8.3%) explained this factor in a different way. He thought

that personal experience was not important for identifying

risks, if it could be done with multiple stakeholders, because

they can discuss risks based on the AADF views. 

Resources: This factor refers to the resources (e.g., time) spent

on risk identification using AADF. More resources may help

stakeholders to identify more risks in projects. As one sub-

ject put it: “If you review the AADF views regularly, then

you could probably discover that the functional growth of the

project has not been according to the predicted ( i.e. , a risk),

and we should probably start doing something earlier. ”

Project context: Various project contexts (e.g., project size and

number of AAs) may increase or decrease the effectiveness

of risk identification when using AADF: “It would be difficult

to identify all the risks, if there is a large number of AAs, be-

cause it is not easy to manage all the artifacts and the stake-

holders may overlook some of the risks. ”

.5. Results of RQ4 

This section describes the results of RQ4, i.e., the effectiveness

f AADF in helping architects to understand AAs in projects. We

sked the subjects to share their created AADF views in pairs, and

ead their colleague’s AADF views to understand the assumptions.

ne subject did not read the AADF views created by another sub-

ect because of other engagement during the workshop. The re-

aining subjects (11 out of 11, 100%) stated that they could un-

erstand the AADF views created by their colleagues. Four subjects

4 out of 12, 33.3%) explicitly said that the AADF views created by

heir colleagues covered all the information they expected. How-

ver, one subject (1 out of 12, 8.3%) considered that the description
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Table 12 

Most/least useful AADF views for AAs Understanding. 

Most useful AADF view Reasons from subjects Number (%) 

AA Detail view Most concepts are in the AA Detail view. If you understand them, other AADF views can be easily understood. 7 (58.3%) 

AA Tracing view The AA Tracing view acts as a bridge and provides an overview of AAs in a project. Most information ( e.g. , the 

relationships between AAs and other artifacts) can be found in this view. 

2 (16.7%) 

AA Relationship view Not mentioned 1 (8.3%) 

AA Evolution view Not mentioned 1 (8.3%) 

Least useful AADF view Reasons from subjects Number (%) 

AA Relationship view If a stakeholder does not understand the project, she/he cannot understand the AA Relationship view either. On 

the other side, the stakeholder does not need to read the AA Relationship view for understanding the AAs of 

the project. Furthermore, there may not be many relationships between AAs, which makes the AA 

Relationship view least useful. 

4 (33.3%) 

AA Evolution view Not mentioned 4 (33.3%) 

AA Tracing view Not much information can be found if stakeholders only read the AA Tracing view. 2 (16.7%) 
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u  
nd rationale in the AA Detailed view were not elaborated enough.

e noted: “For example, when describing the UHF (Ultra High Fre-

uency) module, only providing the information of power supply and

lectricity is not enough. The communication is also important. ” Fur-

hermore, we also asked the subjects which AADF views were the

ost or least useful for AAs Understanding. The results are shown

n Table 12 . 

The effectiveness of using AADF to understand AAs is impacted

y five factors: 

Personal experience: Ten subjects (10 out of 12, 83.3%) empha-

sized that more experience can help stakeholders to better

understand AAs. As one subject put it: “Junior architects don’t

understand the purpose of architecture. To understand the pro-

cess, and how would the documentation of architecture emerge,

you actually need to understand the architecture before you

can recognize what is an assumption and what is not an as-

sumption, because you don’t have so much experience related

to assumptions in the beginning. ” Furthermore, one subject

connected personal experience to the quality of the AADF

views: “If the AADF views are detailed and comprehensive, per-

sonal experience ( e.g. , project experience) may not be an im-

portant factor for AAs Understanding. If the AADF views are not

detailed or in a good quality, personal experience may be im-

portant for understanding the AAs in a project. ”

Project context: This includes project size, number of AAs, and

project data. A typical answer about the factor ‘project data’:

“Some information of the project is confidential, which may not

be documented in the AADF views. If a stakeholder cannot see

this type of information, she/he may not understand the AAs

documented in the AADF views, unless she/he has been involved

in the project. ”

AADF views: This factor contains the elements and quality of

the AADF views. Providing the AADF views in a good quality

with specific information (e.g., project-related information)

can improve the effectiveness of AAs Understanding. As one

subject put it: “It is better to add the background information

of the system in the AA Detail view ( e.g. , the mission of the

system). ”

Tool support: A dedicated tool is needed to increase the effec-

tiveness of AAs Understanding. For example, when reading

the AADF views documented by another subject in Excel, it

was not easy to understand all the relationships between

AAs or AAs and other artifacts. 

Terms used to describe an AA: Stakeholders may describe and

discuss AAs in different ways, which makes AAs Understand-

ing difficult. One subject explained: “When you make an as-

sumption, the wording is important. ‘should’, ‘could’, ‘would’,

‘must’ are very specific words. So you have to first figure out
how to express an assumption. ” S  
. Discussion 

We first discuss the results of the RQs, and subsequently elabo-

ate on their potential implications for both researchers and prac-

itioners. 

.1. Interpretation of the results 

The results of RQ1 indicate that AADF can be understood in a

hort time (e.g., in a half day workshop), though the subjects may

eed further instructions when using AADF in their projects. The

A Detail viewpoint has the largest number of elements in the four

iewpoints, but the subjects considered that this viewpoint was

he easiest to understand. One reason could be that most of the el-

ments in the AA Detail viewpoint are commonly used in software

evelopment (e.g., rationale, pros, and cons). On the other side, the

ubjects considered that the AA Relationship viewpoint and the AA

racing viewpoint were the most difficult to understand, poten-

ially because the relationship types in these two viewpoints are

ot generally used in practice. 

The results of RQ2 indicate that the effort of creating the

ADF views depends on various factors. It is not surprising that

he AA Tracing view was considered by the subjects the most

ime-consuming to create, because it relates AAs to four different

ypes of software artifacts. Traceability is important in architectural

nowledge, but it usually requires significant effort to create, main-

ain, and evolve ( Capilla et al., 2016 ). Additionally, understanding

he relationship types in AADF and identifying the exact relation-

hips between AAs or between AAs and other types of artifacts are

ot easy as mentioned by the subjects. This is also the reason that

our subjects (4 out of 12, 33.3%) thought that the AA Relation-

hip view might need the most effort to create. Finally, though the

A Detail viewpoint was considered easy to understand, it has the

argest number of elements in the four viewpoints, and this is the

eason that four subjects (4 out of 12, 33.3%) mentioned that cre-

ting the AA Detail view could be the most time-consuming. 

The results of RQ3 indicate that AADF can help the subjects

o identify risks in projects. Primarily, AA itself is a type of risk

n software development, because of its uncertain nature. Another

eason is that the inconsistencies between AAs or AAs and other

ypes of artifacts could also lead to risks in projects, and this is

hy the AA Relationship view and the AA Tracing view were con-

idered by the subjects the most useful for risk identification. Ad-

itionally, the subjects mentioned that AADF could help them to

dentify various types of risks (e.g., implementation risks and man-

gement risks), besides architectural risks. One reason is that AA

tself has a broad scope (e.g., organizational AAs and business AAs),

s we discussed in our survey ( Yang et al., 2016 ). 

The results of RQ4 indicate that AADF can help the subjects to

nderstand the AAs documented by other subjects. As reported in

ection 5.5 , the AA Detail view was the most helpful for AAs Un-
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derstanding. A probable reason is that the AA Detail view provides

an overview of each AA and an entrance point to the documented

AAs, while the other three AADF views are dedicated to specific

aspects of AAs. 

6.2. Implications for researchers 

Personal experience: The impact of personal experience to AAs

Documentation is an interesting topic for further investigation.

There may be a significant difference between junior and experi-

enced architects on their understanding and usage of AAs Docu-

mentation approaches. Such approaches like AADF may work well

for experienced architects but may not be directly applicable for

junior architects. Therefore, there is a need to investigate how per-

sonal experience impacts AAs Documentation, which can help re-

searchers to adapt their approaches for stakeholders with different

levels of experience. 

Understanding of AAs Documentation approaches: When de-

veloping an approach for AAs Documentation, one needs to en-

sure a short learning curve so that it can be adopted in practice.

We have learnt the following lessons regarding supporting practi-

tioners to understand our framework: (1) A half-day tutorial, us-

ing partially slides and for the most part hands-on work seems to

work well. Supporting stakeholders by answering questions they

may have is equally important. An online tutorial might be less

binding but face-to-face interaction is lost. (2) There is a trade-

off between providing supporting documents to help stakeholders

to understand and use the approach on the one hand, and requir-

ing too much time from stakeholders to read this material on the

other hand. We suggest a simple and intuitive set of guidelines for

the documentation approach with examples and diagrams. (3) It

is important to provide context information (e.g., the motivation

of the documentation approach) so that stakeholders understand

the “big picture” . For example, we did not elaborate the motiva-

tion and purpose of each AADF viewpoint in AAs management and

software development during the presentation in the case study;

this made some subjects wonder why document AAs using these

four AADF viewpoints instead of other viewpoints. (4) Providing

real-world instead of toy examples that are from the subjects’ ap-

plication domain significantly helps them to understand the docu-

mentation approach. (5) When designing the training material, re-

ducing the number of academic concepts and terms is a major con-

cern. However, it may be hard to completely avoid using them. For

example, we found that several concepts and terms (e.g., the term

AA itself) in AADF were rarely used at the two companies. Clearly

explaining the concepts and terms of the proposed documentation

approach with examples can alleviate this problem. 

Tool support was identified as one important factor for the ef-

fort of creating the AADF views and was related to the effective-

ness of AAs Understanding. For example, after creating the AA De-

tail view, it would be helpful if the tool can automatically generate

the other three types of AADF views. We believe that tool support

is also important for other AAs Documentation approaches, espe-

cially when using them in industry. We suggest that researchers

develop and provide dedicated tools for their AAs Documentation

approaches instead of using general tools (e.g., Office Excel), and

consider integrating the tools with existing development tools; this

would make it easier to employ the documentation approaches

with existing development practices and reduce the manual effort

of AAs Documentation. 

Guidelines on using AADF: Since the case study aimed to

evaluate the effectiveness of AADF for AAs Documentation (see

Section 4.1 ), no RQs are related to the guidelines of using AADF

(e.g., the essential, important, and optional elements of AADF, see

Section 3.6 ). We suggest that researchers need to further evaluate
he guidelines on using AADF (e.g., correctness and appropriate-

ess). 

Practical applicability of AAs management: Though AAs are

mportant in software development, they are usually not well man-

ged in projects. One potential reason is that the return on invest-

ent of AAs management is unknown. Therefore, the practical ap-

licability of AAs management (e.g., the practical applicability of

ADF) needs further evaluation and evidence. We suggest that re-

earchers collect more data regarding especially the return on in-

estment for AAs management (e.g., using AADF to manage AAs). 

.3. Implications for practitioners 

Personal experience: It is not surprising that personal experi-

nce was identified as an important factor for understanding AADF,

reating the AADF views, identifying risks in projects, and under-

tanding the assumptions documented by other practitioners; all

he four aspects are based on the knowledge of practitioners. We

elieve that personal experience has a significant impact on AAs

ocumentation. For example, junior architects may not even be

ware of the AAs made in software development. Suggestions to

lleviate this problem are to discuss with experienced architects

bout AAs as well as their documentation, and practice AAs Docu-

entation in projects. 

Project context: Different project contexts can impact the ef-

ort of documenting AAs, the effectiveness of identifying risks, and

nderstanding AAs in projects. For example, the subjects in the

ase study mentioned that their resources (e.g., time) were lim-

ted for AAs Documentation and they needed to balance the re-

ources spent on various tasks (e.g., architecture design) in soft-

are development, which is a common situation in industry. We

uggest practitioners to be aware of the costs and benefits of doc-

menting AAs in their projects, and integrate AAs Documentation

nto their own development process in an appropriate way. Fur-

hermore, for large projects, we suggest practitioners to document

As in the early phases of software development, and maintain the

ocumented AAs iteratively. 

Quality of AAs Documentation: Practitioners need to ensure

he quality of AAs Documentation, as that can impact several as-

ects of AAs management (e.g., the effectiveness of AAs Under-

tanding between various stakeholders). Ding et al. collected and

lassified twelve quality attributes of software documents through

 systematic literature review ( Ding et al., 2014 ). Specifically, ac-

ording to our experience in industry, we suggest that practitioners

eed to pay more attention to understandability, clarity, unambigu-

ty, retrievability, consistency, and correctness of their documented

As. 

Expression of AAs: As suggested by the subjects, there should

e a consistent way to express AAs when using a documentation

pproach such as AADF. Providing rules for expression of AAs can

acilitate AAs management (e.g., AAs Communication), but (1) it

lso leads to increased effort f or underst anding and using these

ules, and (2) the rules may not be compatible with the exist-

ng development practices employed in the company (e.g., require-

ents expression). Therefore, there is a need to reach an agree-

ent on expressions of AAs within a project team before using an

As Documentation approach. 

. Threats to validity 

The threats to the validity of the case study are presented in

his section according to the guidelines proposed by Runeson and

öst ( Runeson and Höst, 2009 ). Note that internal validity is not

iscussed, because this work does not study causality. 

Construct validity reflects to what extent the research ques-

ions and the studied operational measures are consistent
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Table 13 

Factors for applying AADF in AAs Documentation. 

Factor Subfactor RQs 

AADF Tutorial of AADF (Approaches of tutorial; Supporting documents of AADF in tutorial; Necessary information in tutorial) RQ1 

Examples of AADF (Number of examples; Quality of examples; Types of examples) RQ1, RQ2 

Practice of AADF 

Concepts and terms in AADF RQ1, RQ4 

Understanding of AADF RQ2 

Characteristics of AADF 

Approaches of creating the AADF views 

Supporting documents of AADF 

Required information of AADF 

AADF views (Elements of the AADF views; Quality of the AADF views) RQ4 

Personal experience RQ1, RQ2, RQ3, RQ4 

Resources (e.g., time) Resources for learning AADF RQ1 

Resources for risk identification RQ3 

Information collection Approaches of information collection RQ2 

Types of information to be collected 

Costs and benefits RQ2 

AAs Identification RQ2 

Tool support RQ2, RQ4 

Project context Project size RQ2, RQ3, RQ4 

Number of AA 
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 Runeson and Höst, 2009 ). A potential threat is that the subjects

ried to use AADF without a fair understanding of the AA con-

ept. To mitigate this threat, after the tutorial, the subjects and re-

earchers had a discussion about both the AA examples and defini-

ion to ensure its proper understanding. Furthermore, whether the

ollected data can answer the RQs is also a threat. To reduce this

hreat, we iteratively refined the RQs and the data collection pro-

edures; we used both interview and focus group to collect data

or the RQs. 

External validity concerns the generalization of the findings

 Runeson and Höst, 2009 ). This case study was conducted in two

ompanies from two domains in two countries; we argue that the

esults are applicable in organizations with similar context. How-

ver, the results cannot be generalized to other contexts (e.g., other

omains) and replication of this case study is one way to reduce

his threat. 

Reliability focuses on whether the study would yield the

ame results when other researchers replicate it ( Runeson and

öst, 2009 ). We performed a pilot study to refine the case study

esign, and reduced the ambiguities in the execution of the case

tudy. The protocol of the case study has been reviewed by the au-

hors iteratively, and also by an external reviewer who is not famil-

ar with AADF, to mitigate the threat of bias in the case study de-

ign. The whole process of the workshops were recorded through

udio recording devices to reduce the threat of information vapor-

zation and erosion. Furthermore, two authors conducted the anal-

sis of qualitative data in parallel for each case to reduce the threat

f bias in data analysis. 

. Conclusions and future work 

As an important type of architectural knowledge, AAs usually

emain implicit and undocumented, which leads to many problems

n software development. To this end, we proposed a framework

o explicitly and systematically document AAs in projects based

n the identified concerns of stakeholders. AADF is the first ap-

roach that follows the guidelines proposed in ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010

ISO, 2011) for AAs Documentation. AADF provides a template to

ocument the details of each AA, supports stakeholders to get an

verview of the relationships between AAs, trace AAs to other soft-

are artifacts, and monitor the evolution of AAs in software devel-

pment. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of AADF in AAs Documentation,

e conducted a case study with two industrial cases of two com-
anies (i.e., IBO Technology and Volvo Cars) from two domains

Internet of Things and Automotive industry respectively) in two

ountries (i.e., China and Sweden respectively). The results of the

ase study indicate that (1) AADF can be understood in a short

ime (i.e., a half day workshop); (2) the AA Evolution view requires

he least time to create, followed by the AA Detail view and the AA

elationship view; (3) AADF can help stakeholders to identify risks

nd understand AAs in projects (the AAs documented by other

takeholders); and (4) the ease of understanding AADF, the effort

f creating the AADF views, and the effectiveness of risk identifi-

ation and AAs Understanding using AADF are related to various

actors as shown in Table 13 . Adjusting these factors in an appro-

riate way can facilitate the usage of AADF and further benefit the

rojects. 

It is important to investigate the long-term utility of the doc-

mentation created by applying AADF and the issues of the AAs

ocumented when the architecture evolves. These can only be

valuated during the lifecycle of a project and not with a half-day

orkshop. This work is a preliminary evaluation for the short-term

se of AADF; we consider a long-term use of AADF in a longitu-

inal study as future work. Other future directions include (1) in-

estigating the various factors concerning the applicability of AADF

dentified in this study (e.g., how the factors impact the effort of

reating the AADF views); (2) adapting AADF to address additional

A concerns; (3) investigating which types of AAs should be docu-

ented; (4) developing a dedicated tool to support the application

f AADF in industry projects; and (5) designing a systematic AAs

anagement process, which can be integrated in the architecting

rocess. 
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A

Table 17 , Table 18 , Table 19 , Table 20 , Table 21 . 

Table 17 

Questionnaire about the basic information of the subjects and the selected projects. 

Question Type of Answers 

What is your experience (in years) working in 

software-intensive systems? 

Integer > = 0 

How long (in years) have you worked in the current 

company? 

Integer > = 0 

What is your experience (in years) in software 

architecting? 

Integer > = 0 

Have you ever received any professional training (i.e., 

excluding higher education) related to software 

architecture or software design? 

Yes / No 

Can you describe the selected project? Free text 

What is the duration of the selected project? Months 

What is the team size of the selected project? Persons 

What is the size of the selected project? Person-hours 

How many lines of code of the selected project? Integer > = 0 

What is the development process employed in the 

selected project? 

Free text (e.g., Agile 

Development and 

Iterative 

Development) 

Table 18 

Questions for interview. 

RQ1 : How easy is it to understand the AADF viewpoints? 

IQ1. To what extent are you able to use AADF in your projects without any help 

(easy, moderate, or difficult)? 

IQ1.1 Which aspects of AADF are you unsure about? 

IQ1.2 Which aspects would you require further training? 

IQ2. How easy is it for you to understand the AADF viewpoints (easy, moderate, 

difficult)? 

IQ2.1 If it is moderate or difficult, what made it difficult for you to understand the 

AADF viewpoints? 

IQ2.2 Which AADF viewpoint is the easiest for you to understand? 

IQ2.3 Why do you think this AADF viewpoint is the easiest for you to understand? 

IQ2.4 Which AADF viewpoint is the most difficult for you to understand? 

IQ2.5 Why do you think this AADF viewpoint is the most difficult for you to 

understand? 

IQ3. Have you encountered any difficulties to understand the AADF viewpoints? 

IQ3.1 What are the difficulties you encountered to understand the AADF viewpoints? 

IQ4. What do you think is the best way to understand the AADF viewpoints (e.g., 

watching a video)? 

IQ4.1 How important is the quality of the learning material for understanding the 

AADF viewpoints? 

IQ5. How important is the time spent for understanding the AADF viewpoints? 

IQ5.1 How much time do you expect to spend on understanding the AADF 

viewpoints? 

IQ6. How important is the architecting experience for understanding the AADF 

viewpoints? 

IQ6.1 How does the architecting experience influence understanding the AADF 

viewpoints? 

IQ7. Are there any other factors that would influence your understanding to the 

AADF viewpoints? 

RQ2 : What is the effort for creating the AADF views? 

IQ8. When using Office Excel templates to create the AADF views, is the effort 

acceptable to you? 

IQ8.1 Which AADF view took you the most time to create? 

IQ8.2 What makes it difficult for you to create this view? 

IQ8.3 Which AADF view took you the least time to create? 

IQ8.4 Why this view is the easiest for you to create? 

IQ8.5 If you use another tool (e.g., pen and paper) to create the AADF views, are the 

views that took you the most time and the least time the same as using Office Excel 

templates? 

IQ9. Did you collect the information from existing project documentation to create 

the AADF views or just created the views from what you can remember? 

IQ9.1 How easy is it for you to collect the required information from e.g., 

documents or your memory for creating the AADF views? 

( continued on next page ) 
Appendix A. Examples of the AADF viewpoints 

Tabel 14 , Tabel 15 . 

Table 14 

An example of the Architectural Assumption Evolution viewpoint. 

Iteration Description 

i the project manager assumed that “The management subsystem 

would be deployed in an (secure-enough) internal environment ”

(Assumption: AA1). Then the architect assumed that “It might 

not be necessary to consider the external security (such as broken 

access control and cross-site scripting) of the system ”

(Assumption: AA2), because of AA1. 

j the project manager considered “Deploying the system directly on 

Internet ”, and AA1 and AA2 became invalid. 

k AA1 was modified to “It is uncertain whether the management 

sub-system would be deployed directly on Internet ”, and AA2 was 

modified to “External security of the system may need to be 

considered ”. 

l the customer confirmed AA1 and AA2 turning them into 

requirements: “The system would be deployed directly on the 

Internet” (Requirement: R1), and “The external security of the 

system should be considered ” (Requirement: R2). 

m according to R2, the architect assumed that “Data validation and 

data encryption might be enough to support the external security 

of the system” (Assumption: AA3). 

n AA3 was turned into a decision: “Data validation and data 

encryption were used for the external security of the system ”

(Architectural Design Decision: ADD1). 

Table 15 

An example of the Architectural Assumption Detail viewpoint. 

ID AA1 

Name Response time of the system 

Description The response time of the system should be within 2 

seconds 

State Valid and Added 

Rationale The assumption is made based on the architect’s 

experience and knowledge. 

Pros High usability 

Cons Extra effort (such as testing, hardware) 

Invalidity reason N/A 

Stakeholder Related stakeholders: YC, FT, JY, PX, SC, TY, WL, LX, YY 

Affected by HT 

Appendix B. Definitions of the context elements in AADF 

Table 16 . 

Table 16 

Definitions of the context elements in AADF. 

Name Definition 

Stakeholder Individuals, teams, organizations, etc., who have an interest in 

a system (ISO, 2011) . 

Artifact A piece of information that is produced, modified, or used by 

a process ( Kroll and Kruchten, 2003 ). 

Risk Characterized by the probability of an event that will result in 

a negative impact plus a characterization of the negative 

impact on a project ( Bourque and Fairley, 2014 ). 

Requirement The needs and constraints placed on a software product that 

contribute to the solution of real-world problems 

( Bourque and Fairley, 2014 ). 

Architectural 

design decision 

A restructuring effect on the components and connectors that 

make up the architecture, design rules imposed on the 

architecture and resulting system as a consequence of the 

design decision, design constraints imposed on the 

architecture, and a rationale explaining the reasoning 

behind the decision ( Bosch, 2004 ). 

Component An independent unit with well-defined interfaces and 

dependencies that can be composed and deployed 

independently ( Bourque and Fairley, 2014 ). 
ppendix C. Case study design 
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Table 18 ( continued ) 

IQ9.2 Which information (e.g., state and the related requirements) is the easiest for 

you to collect when creating the AADF views? 

IQ9.3 Why do you think these types of information are the easiest to collect? 

IQ9.4 Which information is the most difficult to collect when creating the AADF 

views? 

IQ9.5 Why do you think these types of information are the most difficult to collect? 

IQ10. Do you like to create the AADF views using Office Excel templates? 

IQ10.1 If no, which tool would you prefer to use to reduce the effort for creating the 

AADF views? 

IQ10.2 If yes, how easy is it to create the AADF views with Office Excel templates? 

IQ11. How important is the quality of the existing project documentation for 

creating the AADF views? 

IQ11.1 Which documentation is the most important for creating the AADF views? 

IQ11.2 Why do you think the xx documentation is the most important for creating 

the AADF views? 

IQ12. How important is the architecting experience for creating the AADF views? 

IQ12.1 How does the architecting experience influence you for creating the AADF 

views? 

IQ13. How important is the project context (e.g., project domain, project size, and 

team size) for creating the AADF views? 

IQ13.1 How does the project context influence you for creating the AADF views? 

IQ14. Are there any other factors that would influence your effort for creating the 

AADF views? 

RQ3 : Does AADF effectively help architects to identify risks in projects? 

IQ15. Were you able to identify any risks by creating the AADF views? 

IQ15.1 If yes, can you describe the identified risks? 

IQ16. Which AADF views can help you to identify risks? 

IQ16.1 Why the AADF views can help you to identify risks? 

IQ17. Which types of risks (e.g., architectural risks and management risks) can be 

identified through using the AADF views? 

IQ17.1 How did you identify xx risks (e.g., architectural risks) when using the AADF 

views? 

IQ18. How important is the time spent for identifying risks? 

IQ18.1 How does the time spent influence identifying risks? 

IQ19. How important is the architecting experience for identifying risks? 

IQ19.1 How does the architecting experience influence identifying risks? 

IQ20. Are there any other factors that would influence your identification of risks? 

RQ4 : Does AADF effectively help architects to understand AA in projects? 

IQ21. Were you able to understand the AA from the views documented by your 

colleague? 

IQ22. Which AADF view is most useful for you to understand AA and why? 

IQ23. Which AADF view is least useful for you to understand AA and why? 

IQ24. Do the created AADF views cover all the information you need in 

understanding AA of a project? 

IQ24.1 What details are easy to understand when reading the AADF views? 

IQ24.2 What details are not easy or are missing in the AADF views? 

IQ25. How important is the time spent for understanding AA? 

IQ25.1 How does the time spent influence your understanding of AA? 

IQ26. How important is the architecting experience for understanding AA? 

IQ26.1 How does the architecting experience influence your understanding of AA? 

IQ27. How important is the project context (e.g., project domain, project size, and 

team size) for understanding AA? 

IQ27.1 How does the project context influence your understanding of AA? 

IQ28. Are there any other factors that would influence your understanding of AA? 

Table 19 

Data items collected for answering the RQs. 

Interview question Scale type Unit Range RQ 

IQ1 N/A N/A Easy / Moderate / 

Difficult 

RQ1 

IQ1.1 N/A N/A Text RQ1 

IQ1.2 N/A N/A Text RQ1 

IQ2 N/A N/A Easy / Moderate / 

Difficult 

RQ1 

IQ2.1 N/A N/A Text RQ1 

IQ2.2 N/A N/A AADF viewpoints RQ1 

IQ2.3 N/A N/A Text RQ1 

IQ2.4 N/A N/A AADF viewpoints RQ1 

IQ2.5 N/A N/A Text RQ1 

IQ3 N/A N/A Yes / To some extent / 

No 

RQ1 

IQ3.1 N/A N/A Text RQ1 

( continued on next page ) 

Table 19 ( continued ) 

Interview question Scale type Unit Range RQ 

IQ4 N/A N/A Watching a video / 

Reading documents / 

Training by a coach / 

Discussing with team 

members 

RQ1 

IQ4.1, IQ5 - IQ7 N/A N/A Text RQ1 

IQ8 N/A N/A Yes / To some extent / 

No 

RQ2 

IQ8.1 N/A N/A AADF views RQ2 

IQ8.2 N/A N/A Text RQ2 

IQ8.3 N/A N/A AADF views RQ2 

IQ8.4 N/A N/A Text RQ2 

IQ8.5 N/A N/A Text RQ2 

IQ9 N/A N/A Only documents / Only 

memory / Both 

RQ2 

IQ9.1 N/A N/A Text RQ2 

IQ9.2 N/A N/A State / Rationale / Pros 

/ Cons / Invalidity 

reason / Stakeholder / 

Plan / Related 

architectural 

assumptions / Related 

requirements / Related 

architectural design 

decision / Related 

system components / 

Related risks / History 

RQ2 

IQ9.3 N/A N/A Text RQ2 

IQ9.4 N/A N/A State / Rationale / Pros 

/ Cons / Invalidity 

reason / Stakeholder / 

Plan / Related 

architectural 

assumptions / Related 

requirements / Related 

architectural design 

decision / Related 

system components / 

Related risks / History 

RQ2 

IQ9.5 N/A N/A Text RQ2 

IQ10 N/A N/A Yes / To some extent / 

No 

RQ2 

IQ10.1 N/A N/A Tools RQ2 

IQ10.2 N/A N/A Easy / Moderate / 

Difficult 

RQ2 

IQ11 - IQ14 N/A N/A Text RQ2 

IQ15 N/A N/A Yes / To some extent / 

No 

RQ3 

IQ15.1 N/A N/A Text RQ3 

IQ16 N/A N/A AADF views RQ3 

IQ16.1 N/A N/A Text RQ3 

IQ17 N/A N/A Text RQ3 

IQ17.1 N/A N/A Text RQ3 

IQ18 - IQ20 N/A N/A Text RQ3 

IQ21 N/A N/A Yes / To some extent / 

No 

RQ4 

IQ22 N/A N/A AADF views RQ4 

IQ23 N/A N/A AADF views RQ4 

IQ24 N/A N/A Yes / No RQ4 

IQ24.1 N/A N/A State / Rationale / Pros 

/ Cons / Invalidity 

reason / Stakeholder / 

Plan / Related 

architectural 

assumptions / Related 

requirements / Related 

architectural design 

decision / Related 

system components / 

Related risks / History 

RQ4 

IQ24.2 N/A N/A Text RQ4 

IQ25 - IQ28 N/A N/A Text RQ4 
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Table 20 

Data items related to subjects. 

Data item Scale type Unit Range 

Time the subjects have worked in 

software-intensive systems 

Ratio Years > = 0 

Time the subjects have worked in the 

current company 

Ratio Years > = 0 

Time the subjects have been involved 

in architecting or design of 

software-intensive systems 

Ratio Years > = 0 

Architecture-related training N/A N/A Yes / No 

Table 21 

Data items related to the selected projects. 

Data item Scale type Unit Range 

Description of the selected project N/A N/A Text 

Duration of the selected project Ratio Months > = 0 

Team size of the selected project Ratio Persons > = 0 

Size of the selected project Ratio Person-hours > = 0 

Lines of code of the selected project Ratio Lines > = 0 

Development process employed in the 

selected project 

N/A N/A Development 

processes 

Table 25 

Basic information and description of the selected projects 

at Volvo Cars. 

Project Duration (Months) Development process 

P1 120 V-Model 

P2 36 V-Model 

P3 120 V-Model 

P4 48 Hybrid process 

P5 36 V-Model 

P6 36 V-Model 

R

A  

 

 

 

B  

C  

 

C  

 

D  

 

Appendix D. Overview of the subjects and selected projects 

Table 22 , Table 23 , Table 24 , Table 25 . 
Table 22 

Experience of the subjects at IBO technology. 

Data item P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

Experience in working in software-intensive 

systems (Years) 

13 15 7 10 8 18 

Employment in the current company (Years) 9 10 5 6 5 7 

Experience in architecting or design of 

software-intensive systems (Years) 

10 5 6 8 7 15 

Architecture training (Yes / No) No No No Yes No No 

Table 23 

Basic information of the selected projects at IBO Technology. 

Project Duration 

(Months) 

Team size 

(Persons) 

Project size 

(Person-hour) 

Lines of 

code 

Development 

process 

P1 3 4 2016 36,0 0 0 Waterfall Model 

P2 3 6 3024 52,0 0 0 Agile Development 

P3 6 5 5220 85,0 0 0 Iterative 

Development with 

Prototyping 

technique 

P4 13 8 15,0 0 0 50 0,0 0 0 Waterfall Model 

P5 2 5 1680 10 0,0 0 0 Waterfall Model 

P6 12 5 10,800 10 0 0,0 0 0 A hybrid process of 

the Waterfall 

Model and Iterative 

Development with 

Prototyping 

technique 

Table 24 

Experience of the subjects at Volvo Cars. 

Data item P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

Experience in working in software-intensive 

systems (Years) 

20 27 30 7 12 20 

Employment in the current company (Years) 3 20 1 1 5 3 

Experience in architecting or design of 

software-intensive systems (Years) 

10 20 30 1 5 3 

Architecture training (Yes / No) No No No No No No 
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